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Abstract 
A criterion previously shown by the author for a module to be artinian is first applied to 
quickly deduce that certain local cohomology modules are artinian and thereafter to determine 
the first nonartinian local cohomology module using the concept of filter-depth. Next 
homomorphisms having finite index are considered. The logarithmic law is proved for such 
homomorphisms, and the index of an endomorphism on a noetherian (artinian) module is 
shown to be nonnegative (resp. nonpositive). Finally finiteness results for Koszul (co) homology 
modules are given, which are extensions of Matijevic’s classical theorem on maximal ideal 
transforms. 
1. Introduction 
In [lo] we proved by elementary means the following criterion for a module to be 
artinian. 
Theorem 1.1. (Melkersson [lo, Theorem 1.31) Let M be a module over a commutative 
ring A and let a be a finitely generated ideal in A. If O:M a is artinian and 
M = uFzl O:M a”, then M is artinian. 
This paper deals mainly with applications of this theorem. 
First we use it to give simple proofs of known results asserting that certain local 
cohomology modulus are artinian. Namely, if M is a finite module over a local 
(noetherian) ring A, then Hi(M) is artinian for each i, and Hi(M) is artinian for all 
ideals a, when n = dim M. 
Next, for a finite module M over a local ring A, we decide when the first non- 
vanishing of the local cohomology modules of M, with respect to an ideal a, i.e., 
Hi(M), where r = depth, M, is artinian. This is done by means of the concept of 
filter-depth (f-depth, M). 
I got the idea to study the index of homomorphisms of modulus over arbitrary rings 
when I recalled my study of functional analysis in [3], where vector spaces are 
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considered. It turns out that the index of an endomorphism always is 2 0 (I 0) in case 
the module in question is noetherian (artinian). 
In the last two sections certain finiteness results for Koszul (co) homology modules 
are considered. The main theorems are extensions of theorems by Zoschinger 
(see [15]). Matijevic’s theorem for maximal ideal transforms (see [7]) forms the 
background to all this. 
All rings in this paper are assumed to be commutative. 
2. Artianness of certain local cohomology modules 
Let a be an ideal in a noetherian ring A. For each A-module M, by considering its 
submodule T,(M) = u y 0 :M a”, we obtain a left exact functor r,, whose ith derived 
functor is denoted by Hi. For the theory of local cohomology see [2, 121. We recall 
here the basic facts used in the sequel. 
H:(M), the ith local cohomology module of an A-module M with respect o a, is 
naturally isomorphic to & Ext’(A/a”, M). A short exact sequence 
O+M’+M+M”+O 
gives rise to a long exact sequence 
. . . + H;-‘(M) -_, Hi-‘(M”) + H;(M) + H:(M) + H@f”) + H6+‘(M’) + . . . 
For a direct system {MA}A,,, of A-modules we have a natural isomorphism 
H;(l& M,) E lim_ #(MA). 
If 4: A + B is a homomorphism between noetherian rings, any B-module is given 
a structure of A-module via 4. For any B-module N we have natural isomorphisms 
H;(N) E H:,(N). 
If in addition 4 is flat, that is, B is flat as an A-module, then for any A-module M we 
have natural isomorphisms 
H;(M) @A B s H:,(M OA B). 
For any A-module M, SuppHi c V(a) for each i. If Supp M c I’(a), then 
Hi(M) = 0 for each i 2 1. In particular for any A-module M, H6(H’,(M)) = 0 for each 
i 2 1 and j 2 0. Considering the exact sequence 
0 --) T,(M) + M + M/T,(M) + 0, 
we thus get 
Hi(M) I? Hi(A) for i 2 1, 
where i@ = M/T,(M). 
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If M is a finite A-module, then if iG # 0, a contains an A-regular element. This fact 
will be exploited many times. 
If M is of finite dimension n, then Hi(M) = 0 for all i > n. If A is local with maximal 
ideal m, then H;(M) # 0 for any nonzero finite A-module M of dimension n. If M is 
a finite A-module and M # aM, r = depth, M, then Hi(M) = 0 for all i < r, but 
H:(M) # 0. 
Theorem 2.1. (See R. Hartshorne [2, p.881 and MacDonald and Sharp [6]). Let A be 
a local ring with maximal ideal m. If M is a finite A-module, then H:(M) is an artinian 
A-module for any i. 
Proof. We prove it by induction on i. Obviously Hz(M) is of finite length, thus 
artinian, since it is a finite module with support in {m}. Assume we have shown the 
conclusion for i - 1, where i 2 1. By the remark above, replacing M by M/T,,(M), 
we may assume that there is an M-regular element a in m. The exact sequence 
O-+-M %M-+M’+~, where M’ = MIaM, yields an exact sequence 
Hc ‘(M’) --f H:(M) % Hi(M). By hypothesis Hk,-‘(M’) is artinian, so O:HaCMj a,the 
kernel of multiplication by the element a on Hi(M), is artinian. In addition, any 
element in Hi(M) is annihilated by a power of a, since a E m. It follows from Theorem 
1.1. that H;(M) is artinian. !-J 
Theorem 2.2. (See Sharp [13]). Let a be a proper ideal in a local ring A. If M is ajinite 
A-module of dimension n, then H,“(M) is artinian. 
Proof. By induction on n. If n = 0, then M is of finite length, and so is its submodule 
T,,(M). So assume n 2 1 and put R = M/T,(M). Then Hi(M) E Hi(M) and 
dim M 2 dim li;r. If &i = 0 or n > dim n;I, then H,“(Kf) = 0, so we may assume that 
a contains an M-regular element a. Putting M’ = M/aM, we have dim M’ = n - 1 
and the exact sequence 
yields an exact sequence 
Hz-‘(M’) --* H,“(M) zH,“(M). 
By the induction hypothesis, H,“-‘(M’) is artinian, so O:H:(Mja, is artinian. Since 
“ijl o:xf:w a” = H,“(M). 
H,“(M) is artinian by Theorem 1.1. 0 
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3. Filter-depth and local cohomology 
Next we introduce the notion of filter-depth in order to study the artinianness of 
local cohomology modules. 
Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m and let a be an ideal in A. For a finite 
A-module M such that Supp M/aM qk {m} we define the filter-depth of M with 
respect o a as 
f-depth, M = min{depthaAD M,;P E SuppMIaM\{m}}. 
BY Cg, P. 1051 
f-depth, M = min{depth M,;p E Supp M/aM\{m)). 
If we put r = depth, M and s = f-depth, M, we have r I s, but this inequality may be 
strict. 
Observe that Hi(M) = 0 for i < r and Hi(M) # 0. Since Hi(M), E HiAp(M,), 
SuppHL(M) c {m} for i < s but SuppHi $ {m}. Faltings has determined (see [l, 
Lemma 31) the biggest integer s, such that given an ideal a in A and a finite A-module 
M, the local cohomology modules Hi(M) are finite A-modules for all i c s (provided 
H:(M) is not finite for some integer i). Here we give a similar result with finite replaced 
by artinian. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m. Let a be an ideal of A and 
M afinite A-module such that Supp M/aM yk {m}. Then H:(M) is artinianfor i -c s but 
H”,(M) is not artinian, where s = f-depth, M. 
Proof. Since Supp Hi(M) qk {m}, HS,(M) is not artinian. In order to show that Hi(M) 
is artinian for i < s we use induction on s. Let s > 0, put N = T,(M) and h?i = M/N, so 
H:(M) E Hi(A) for i 2 1. First Hz(M) is artinian, since it is finite with support in 
{m}. Replacing M by &i we may assume that there is an M-regular element a in a. 
From the exactness of 
0-M sM+M’+O, 
where M’ = M/aM, we get an exact sequence 
H:- ‘(M’) + H:(M) % H:(M). 
Now, f-depth, M’ = s - 1, so by induction Hi- ‘(M’) is artinian for i < s. Hence 
O:H$(M, a is artinian and since u:zl O:HI(~) a” = Hi(M), Hi(M) is artinian by 
Thgorem 1.1. 0 
4. Homomorphisms of finite index 
Given A-module homomorphisms f: M + M and g : M -+ M” one can construct an 
exact sequence 
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The map Kerf-t Ker(g of) is the natural inclusion, the map Ker(g of) --t Kerg is 
induced by f, Kerg + Cokerf is obtained by restriction of the natural surjection 
M + Cokerf; Cokerf-, Coker (g of) is induced by g and Coker (g of) + Coker g is 
obtained from the inclusion Im(g of) c Img. 
An A-linear map f: M’ -+ M is said to have finite index if Kerfand Cokerf both 
have finite length. Its index is then defined to be the integer v(f) 
= I(Cokerf) - Z(Kerf), where 1( ) denotes length. 
The index is additive. 
Theorem 4.1 (The logarithmic law). Let f: M + M and g : M + M” be A-linear maps 
which have finite index. Then (g of) : M’ + M” has jinite index and v(g of) 
= v(f) + v(g). 
Proof. From the exactness of the sequence constructed above we conclude that 
Ker (g of) and Coker (g of) both have finite length. Since length is additive on exact 
sequences, we get 
I(Kerf) - 1(Ker(gof)) + Z(Kerg) - E(Cokerf) + !(Coker(g~f)) - QCokerg) = 0 
and therefore 
v (9 of) = Fokerb 0.0) - Wer (g of)) 
= I(Cokerf) - l(Kerf) + QCokerg) - I(Kerg) = v(f) + v(g). 
If the module M is noetherian, we may just assume that for an endomorphism fon 
M, Cokerf has finite length in order for M to have finite index. 
Theorem 4.2. Let f E End,(M), where M is a noetherian A-module. If Cokerf hasjinite 
length, then Ker f has finite length and I(Cokerf) 2 Z(Kerf). 
Proof. Considering fn and f; one has exact sequences 
0 +Kerf”+ Kerf”+’ -+Kerf + Cokerf” +Cokerf”+’ -+Cokerf+O. 
By induction on n, we get that Cokerf’ has finite length for each n. Since M is 
noetherian and Kerf c Kerf’ c ..e, we can take n such that Kerf’ = Kerf “+l. 
Then 
O-~Kerf+Cokerf”-+Cokerf”+’ -tCokerf -0 
is exact. Hence Kerf has finite length and by the additivity of length, 
Z(Kerf) = l(Cokerf) + I(Cokerf”) - Z(Cokerf”+‘) I Z(Cokerf). 0 
Remark. The theorem generalizes the well-known fact that a surjective endomor- 
phism on a noetherian module is also injective. 
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Corollary 4.3. Let M be noetherian. If f E End,(M) has finite index, then its index 
v(f) 2 0. 
Corollary 4.3 can also be shown by using the logarithmic law. In fact, take n such 
that Kerf” = Kerf”+‘. Then 
v(f) = v(f”+‘) - v(f”) = I(Cokerf”+‘) - QCokerf”), 
which is nonnegative, since Coker f” is a homomorphic image of Cokerf”+ l. 
An injective endomorphism on an artinian module is surjective. This fact is here 
generalized. 
Theorem 4.4. Let f E End,(M), where M is artinian. Zf Kerf has fmite length, then 
Cokerf has$nite length and 
QKerf) 2 QCokerf). 
Proof. We have an exact sequence 
0 + Kerf -+ Kerf “+l +Kerf”-+Cokerf+Cokerf”+‘+Cokerf”+O. 
It follows by induction on n that Ker f” has finite length for each n. Since M is artinian 
and Imf~Imf2~ ..., we can taken n such that Im f” = Im f “+ ‘, that is, 
Cokerf “+l + Coker fn is an isomorphism. We get the exact sequence 
0 + Kerf + Kerf n’l + Kerf’ + Cokerf + 0. 
Hence, Cokerf has finite length and 
E(Cokerf) = l(Kerf) + I(Kerf”) - I(Kerf”+‘) I I(Kerf). 0 
Corollary 4.5. Let M be artinian. Zf f E End,(M) hasfinite index v(f), then v(f) I 0. 
We can also prove Corollary 4.5 directly from Theorem 4.1. In fact, take n such that 
Imf”=Imf”+l.Then 
v(f)=v(f”“)-v(f”)=l(Kerf”)-1(Kerf”+’)<O 
If M is a module which is the union of its artinian submodules then the analog of 
Theorem 4.4 is not valid for an arbitrary endomorphism f on M. Actually let A be 
a field, M a vectorspace with a basis e1,e2, . . . Define the linear maps f and g by 
f (en) = e,+,,g(e,) = e2n,n = 1,2, . . . . The maps f and g are both injective, f has finite 
index v(f) = 1 > 0 and g does not have finite index. However for an endomorphism 
which is multiplication by an element of the ring we have 
Theorem 4.6. Let M be an A-module which is the union of its artinian submodules. Zf a is 
an element of A such that O:,a has finite length, then so has M/aM and 
l(O:,a) 2 l(M/aM). 
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This is a consequence of the following result. 
Theorem 4.7. Assume that the A-module M is the union of a directed family {M,} of 
artinian submodules. Suppose f is an endomorphism on M such that f (M,) c M1 for 
each 1. Zf Kerf has finite length then f has finite index and v(f) I 0. 
Proof. Let fL be the restriction of f to ML. Then Kerf, has finite length and by 
Theorem 4.4, so has Cokerf, and l(Cokerf2) I Z(Kerfn) I l(Kerf ). Consequently 
l(Mn + Imf/Imf) I QKerf) for all 1. Now choose i so l(MA + Imf)/Imf) is 
as large as possible. Then clearly Cokerf = (MA + Imf)/Im f and the conclusion 
follows. 0 
5. Finiteness conditions for the Koszul cohomology 
Leta,, . . . , a, be elements generating an ideal a of a ring A. Form the Koszul complex 
0 -+ A”(A”) + AS-1(AS) -+ ... + A ‘(A”) -+ /\‘(A”) +O 
constructed from this sequence. For any A-module M the cohomology modules of the 
corresponding cochain complex 
... + Hom( A ‘-‘(A”), M) + Hom( A ‘(A”), M) -+ Hom( A i+l(AS), M) + ... 
are denoted by Hi(aI, . . . , a,; M). Among their basic properties are: 
(i) we have 
aHi(al, . . . ,a,; M) = 0 for all i. 
(ii) An exact sequence of A-modules 0 + M’ -P M -+ M” + 0 gives rise to a long 
exact sequence 
. . . -+ Hi(aI, . . . ,a,;M’)+Hi(aI, . . . ,a,;M)-+H’(ar, . . . ,a,;M”) 
+H”‘(aI, . . . ,a,;M’)+ ... 
(iii) For any A-module there is an exact sequence 
. . . +H’-‘(al, . . . ,a,;M)+Hi(al, . . . ,a,_I;M)*Hi(aI, . . . ,a,_i;M) 
-+Hi(aI, . . . ,a,;M)+Hi+‘(al, . . . ,a,_r;M)+ ... 
Now consider an A-module M which is the union of its artinian submodules or 
equivalently any finitely generated submodule of it has finite length. This has the 
consequence that any prime ideal which is in the support of M is a maximal ideal. Also 
Hi = Hi(al, . . . , a,; M) is the union of its artinian submodules, since it is isomorphic 
to a subsquotient of a product of finitely many copies of M. Since Ho 2 O:M a it is 
easily seen that SuppH’ = {m E Supp M: a c m}. Clearly Supp Hi c SuppH’ for 
each i. First we conclude that if Ho = 0 then Hi = 0 for all i. Then if we let N be the 
submodule uzzl O:Man we have Hi(aI, . . . ,a,; M) z Hi(al, . . . , a,; IV). To see this, 
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note that O:,a =O, where It? = M/N, so H”(aI, . . . ,a,;ii?l) = 0 and therefore 
H’(ar, . . . , a,; R) = 0 for all i. The exactness of 0 + N + M + Ii? + 0 yields an exact 
sequence 
H’_‘(a,, . . . ,a,;@)+Hi(aI, . . . ,u,;N)+H’(ul, . . . ,u,;M) 
+H’+‘(q, . . . ,a,;&%), 
where the end terms vanish. 
Theorem 5.1. Let A be a ring and M an A-module, which is the union of its urtiniun 
submodules. Let a = (aI, . . . , a,) be a finitely generated ideal and suppose that 0: M a is 
urtiniun. Then Hi(uI, . . . , a,; M) is urtiniun for each i. Moreover if O:, a has jnite 
length so has Hi(ul, . . . ,a,; M) for each i. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1, N = U.“= rO:, a” is artinian and as noted above 
H’(q, . . . ,a,; M) z Hi(uI, . . . ,a,; N) for each i. 
Now Hi(uI, . . . , a,; N) is isomorphic to a subquotient of a direct product of finitely 
many copies of N and therefore artinian. The second statement of the theorem follows 
from Lemma 5.2 below. Just observe that an artinian module has finite length 
precisely when all its attached prime ideals are maximal ideals. For facts about Att M, 
the set of prime ideals attached to an artinian module M see [S] or [9, appendix to 
Section 61. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Let M be an urtiniun A-module and al, . . . , a, elements in A. If 
p E Att H’(q, . . . ,a,; M) for some i, then there is q E AttO:, a such that p 3 q. 
Proof. Note first that if N is a submodule of an artinian module M, p E Att N and 
AttM = {qI, . . . ,q,} thenq,n... nq,=@GXc&GGXcpsoq,cpforsome 
i. Let Z’, B’ c HomA( A ‘(A,), M) be the modules of cocycles and coboundaries, 
respectively, so the corresponding cohomology module is Hi = 2/B’. By the dual of 
Artin-Rees lemma (see [4]), there is n such that B’ + O:zi a” =I Bi:zi a. But 
Bi:zi a = Z’ since aH’ = 0. Hence Z’ = B’ + O:zi a” and therefore Hi is a homomor- 
phicimageofO:zia”soAttHi CO: zi a”. Now for any artinian module N and any n if 
p E Att 0: N a” then there is q E Att 0: N a such that q c p. This follows by the above 
remark about attached prime ideals of submodules and by induction on n, if we 
consider the exact sequences 0 --) 0: N a + 0: N a” + (0: N a”- l)s. Now take N = Z’ and 
note also that 0: zi a is isomorphic to a submodule of a product of finitely many copies 
ofO:Ma. 0 
Our next theorem generalizes [15, Satz l] in two respects (see also [ll, p. 473). 
Matijevic’s theorem [7], which states that if B is an A-subalgebra of the maximal ideal 
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transform of a noetherian ring A, then for any nonzero divisor a on A, the A-module 
B/aB is finite, is an immediate consequence of it. 
Theorem 5.3. Let M be an A-module, which has a noetherian submodule N, such that the 
module M/N is the union of its artinian submodules. If the elements a,, . . . ,a, in 
A generate an ideal a, such that 0: ,+, a isjnite, then Hi(al, . . . , a,; M) is noetherian for 
each i. 
Proof. Put A? = M/N and consider the exact sequence 
O:Ma+O:na~H’(aI, . . . ,a,;N) 
Now O:M a is finite and H1(aI, . . . , a,; N) is noetherian so O:a a is finite, hence has 
finite length. From Theorem 5.1 it follows that H ‘(al, . . . , a,; I@) has finite length for 
each i. In addition Hi(aI, . . . , a, ; N) is noetherian for each i. Therefore it follows from 
the exactness of 
H’(a 1, -.. 7 a,;N)+H’(a,, . . . ,a,;M)+Hi(aI, .,. ,a,;M) 
that Hi(aI, . . . , a,; M) is noetherian for each i. 0 
6. Dual results 
Recall that an inverse system (E,, &,)T is called surjective if 4.: E,+ 1 + E, is 
surjective for each n. If 0 + (E;) p + (E,) p -+ (Ei)? + 0 is an exact sequence of inverse 
systems, such that (Ek)? is surjective, then the sequence 0 +@ Ek +@E,, + 
@Ei + 0 of inverse limits is exact. 
Lemma 6.1. If f: N + N’ is a surjective A-linear map, and (E,, 4.) F is a surjective 
inverse system of A-modules, then the induced map 2 N QA E, +sN’ OA E, is 
surjective. 
Proof. From the exact sequence 0 +K-+N+N’+O,whereK=Kerf;wegetfor 
each n a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns 
KQAE,+I- NQA&+~- N’QAE,+I-0 
I I I 
KQAE, - NOA& - N’Q*E, -0 
I I I 
0 0 0 
From this it is easily seen that the inverse system (Ker(f @ lE,))Y is surjective. 0 
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Let (I?,)? be an inverse system of A-modules. For any A-module N we get 
a canonical map N Qa !im E, +!im N QA E, 
Lemma 6.2. Let N be a jinite A-module and (E,)? a surjective inverse system of 
A-modules. Then the canonical map N QAE E, +!im N Qa E, is surjective. 
Proof. Let f: A’ + N be a surjection and consider the commutative diagram 
A’ Qa lim E,- N Q,, lim E, 
- - 
1 I 
lim A’ QA E, - lim N QA E, 
- - 
The upper map is of course surjective. Also the lower one is surjective by Lemma 6.1. 
Finally the left map is an isomorphism. Consequently the right map is surjective. 0 
Lemma 6.2 can be applied to completions in the a-adic topolo 
of A. For any A-module N we have a canonical map N Qa fi + N QA M. We get the 
following result. 
Corollary 6.3. Let a be an= the ring A. Then for any jinite A-module N the 
canonical map N QA A + N QA M is surjective. 
Lemma 6.4. Let a be ajinitely generated ideal in the ring A. Let &i = lp M/a” M be the 
completion of M in the a-adic topology. Then a”fi is the kernel of the natural map 
&I -+ Mla”M. The topology on fi is the a-adic topology. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
_ A 
a”QA&-G- M/a”M-0 
O-a"M - M- M/a”M---+0 
The left vertical map is defined to b%mpoF of a” QA ti + Q, which is 
a surjection by Corollary 6.3 and a” Qa M -+ a”M, which comes from the surjection 
a” QA M -+ a”M and thus is a surjection, by [9, Theorem 8.11. This composition is 
therefore also surjective. The upper row is of course exact. The lower row is exact by 
[9, Theorem 8.13, since the a-adic topology on M induces the a-adic topology on an M. 
A diagram chase now shows that the right vertical map is an isomorphism. Since 
lI$& z M/a”M, the conclusion follows. 0 
Lemma 6.5. Let A be a noetherian ring, a an ideal in A and let M be an A-module, such 
that for any&rite submodule N of M the a-adic topology on N is induced by the a-adic 
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topology on M. Let A and fi be the completions of A and M resp. in their a-adic 
topologies. If MfaM is a finite A-module, then fi is a finite A-module and the natural 
map A Qa M -P &i is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let NO be a finite submodule such that the natural map N&NO + M/aM is 
surjective. Now by Lemma 6.4 the topology on fi is the a-adic topology and 
fi/aA E M/aM. Consider the commutative diagram 
iQo/aiQo - ICl/aIGi 
I I 
N&No - M/aM 
The vertical maps are isomorphisms and the bottom horizontal map is surjective. It 
follows that the top horizontal map is surjective. By [9, p. 581 the map f10 + i@ is 
surjective. However it is also injective, because the relative topology on NO is the 
a-adic topology. Hence li? 2 fiO and h is a finite A-module. For each finite sub- 
module N of M we have a commutative diagram 
I I 
A- h 
We get an induced commutative diagram 
lim a@,N- 
-+I 
lim A - fi 
Here the direct limit is taken over all finite submodules N of M. From this follows that 
a OR M + fi is an isomorphism, since the other three maps in the diagram are. 0 
The condition in Lemma 6.5 on the relative topology on finite submodules is always 
satisfied if the module is coatomic. An A-module M is called coatomic if any proper 
submodule of M is contained in a maximal one, or equivalently any artinian factor 
module of M has finite length. Coatomic modules have been studied by Ziischinger in 
c141. 
Theorem 6.6. Let al, . . . , a, be elements in the noetherian ring A generating the ideal a. 
Let M be an A-module such that the a-adic topology on M induces the a-adic topology 
on any finite submodule. If MfaM is a finite A-module then for each i the Koszul 
homology module Hi(al , . . . ,a,; M) is a finite A-module. Furthermore zf M/aM has 
finite length, then so has H,(al , . . . , a,; M) for each i. 
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Proof. By Lemma 6.5 and the A-flatness of A we get 
Hi(Ui, *.. ,U,;rii) g Hi(Ul, ... ,U,;A @AM) g Hi(Ul, ... ,U,;M)@,A. 
NOW Hi(uly ... , U, ; M) and Hi(al, . . . , a, ; fi) is for each i annihilated by a resp. aA 
and A/a ? A/a,& It follows that Hi(ai, . . . , a,; M) and Hi(ai, . . . , a,; &i) are isomor- 
phic as A-modules for each i. Now Hi(ul, . . . , a, ; fi) is a finite A-module for each i, 
since &l is by Lemma 6.5. The first assertion follows. The second assertion is 
a consequence of 
SUPPA Hi(ul> .** , a,; M) c Supp, MJaM for each i. 0 
The next theorem generalizes a theorem by Zoschinger [lS]. 
Theorem 6.7. Let a,, . . . , a, be elements in the noetheriun ring A generating the ideal a. 
Let M be an A-module which has a submodule N such that N is coutomic and M/N is 
urtiniun. If M/aM is urtiniun then Hi(ul, . . . , a,; M) is urtiniun for each i. 
Proof. The exact sequence 0 + N -+ M + ii?l + 0, where &i = M/N gives rise to an 
exact sequence 
HI&, . . . , a,; M) + N/aN + M/aM. 
Both endterms are artinian so N/aN is also artinian, hence has finite length, since N is 
coatomic. By Theorem 6.6 Hi(ul, . . . ,a,; N) has finite length for each i. From the 
exactness of 
Hi(a 1, .** , u,;N)+Hi(ul, ... Tu,y;M)+Hi(ul, ... ,U,,I\;i) 
we get that Hi(ul, . . . ,a,; M) is artinian for each i. IJ 
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